
 
 

 

 

 Institutional Distinctiveness 

Quality Education 

 

Alphonsa College with its motto “Lighted for Life” aims to create self reliant and 

liberated young women, with traditional cultural values and moral integrity, who will be 

agents of social transformation in their families and society.  Established in the year 1964, 

with the vision to fashion the perfect woman through noble planning, the college provides 

higher education exclusively for women enabling them to address the social disparities they 

face.  The day to day affairs of the institution is designed in such a way to equip its students 

with deep knowledge and globally accepted skills. Premeditated curriculum lays its focus on 

inculcating values of self-respect, tolerance, discipline, hard work and patriotism.   The 

institution promotes that sort of learning which will contribute to the all-round development 

of the individual by enabling its students to become self-reliant. 

 

The college puts its prime focus on the intellectual, physical, social and spiritual 

wellbeing of the students, to mould them as intellectually responsible, socially committed, 

morally upright and spiritually animated. The academic results of the college have proved 

that it is one of the centres of excellence in Kerala. The results show consistency over the 

years. The number of A+ grades and ranks are well above the University average every year. 

The college follows a well-designed plan for teaching. Peer teaching and cross-teaching 

programmes are adopted to promote rigorous learning. Video lectures, Movies and dramas 

based on syllabus are given to get a visual impact on the learner. Departments are equipped 

with LCD projectors. There is regular Power Point Presentations of seminars by students. 

Syllabus based debates, quiz, and group discussions are conducted regularly. As part of 

building up vocabulary ‘A Word a Day’ scheme is in practice for the final year Literature 

students to learn the meaning, pronunciation and usage of a new word each day. Interactive 

Sessions, Group study, Group discussions etc are conducted to encourage learning. Adequate 

support is provided for the average and below average students to scale academic heights. 

Special classes are conducted for slow learners. Meritorious students, minorities and 



 
 
economically backward students are encouraged with cash awards and scholarships. Regular 

and periodic counselling, remedial classes, tutorial, mentoring, career guidance etc are 

provided. National seminars, invited talks, programmes such as ‘Walk With a Scholar’ 

(WWS) and ‘Scholar Support Programmes’ (SSP) are provided for the students to excel in 

their academics. Add On and Certificate Courses are conducted for the students to enable 

them to acquire additional knowledge and skills in different spheres of study. College library 

is partially automated and well equipped with a collection of 25779 text books, 15097 

reference books and more than 50 journals.  INFLIBNET facility with large number of e-

journals and e-books is open for students and teachers 

 

   Alphonsa has always been a high flyer in the field of sports.  Regular sport training is 

given to students of the college and also to students from other educational institutions. The 

institution provides its students facilities such as gymnasium, swimming pool, basketball 

and  volleyball courts and training in swimming, karate and in various sports events, with an 

intention to maintain the physical fitness of the young generation. Programmes such as NSS, 

NCC, CGS,ASAP provide the students opportunities to get trained as organized, committed 

skilled and disciplined human resource of the country by inculcating  the spirit of patriotism, 

sense of social commitment, will to be self reliant and there by instilling a  resolve to remain 

enlightened and empowered, to trigger social change with a strong footing on Gandhian 

values and environmental concern.  

 

Along with intellectual growth, the college puts emphasis on moral and spiritual 

development of the students. Every working day begins with a prayer. Liturgical services are 

arranged. Other religious observances like rosary annual retreat etc are organized. The 

college also observes a thanks giving day at the end of every academic year. Religion and 

moral instruction classes are held every week with an annual exam. Life guidance 

programmes are organized for the outgoing students. The teachers also give personal 

guidance and counselling to the students in the tutorial hours. The college also offers the 

service of a trained counsellor. 

Efforts were made to strengthen the bond with the alumni. They regularly visit the college 

and their expertise is made use of to enlighten the students regarding career prospects. The 

alumni also contribute through feedback. The college community provided greater emphasis 



 
 
on research activities. Orientation classes especially on  Career opportunities were conducted 

for the students. Extension programmes were successfully completed. The infrastructure 

development activities were carried out efficiently. National seminars and International 

Seminars and Conferences were conducted to enhance the knowledge of students. Various 

competitions like literary and cultural competitions, Vocabulary Contest etc were organized. 

Social awareness programmes, self-employment programmes and other community services 

have been planned and executed. Placement cell has been strengthened to provide career 

guidance to the undergraduate students by arranging aptitude training, soft skill development 

etc. The plan of action is decided upon at the beginning of the year in the IQAC meeting. 

 


